M E C H A N I Z E D    NOMADS
and inspect them every fifth day according to a rota.   In
the second half of April all tribes in the Arctic move north.
The ten families collectively move together.   They stop at
the great rivers, where the old people and children remain.
One tent with a few young men as reindeer-shepherds follow
the animals still   further  north in their search for food,
while the rest devote themselves to fishing.   Instead of each
family laying out a small net, they are persuaded to try
out the larger nets, some a mile long, which the Russians
give them.   Just as there  are motor tractor stations in
agricultural regions of Russia from which machinery is lent
to the collective farms, so centres for mechanization and
rationalization   of fishing   and   trapping   are   now   being
established in the Arctic.    Motor boats, metal traps and
large nets can be hired there.   There were three such stations
open last summer; there are to be 13 by 1937, if the plan is
fulfilled, and 18 in 1938.    These stations are at the same
time equipped as cultural bases with a staff of forty-eight
employees: including doctors, veterinary surgeons, nurses,
teachers, technical advisers, experts in cattle breeding, and
others.
The experiment is, I think, extraordinarily interesting.
What one aims at is the raising of the native methods
of production in order to increase their output and give
them more security and freedom to develop their cultural
life. If the Russians have their way, the natives will leave
their children at the cultural bases at least during the
winter months and they will transform the life in the
tundra within one generation. There is no intention
to make them settle on a permanent basis. This would be
inconsistent with the natural economic requirements of the
Arctic. But they could—as the Soviets hope they will—
become half settled in so far as they will recognize the
cultural bases as their political, educational and economic
centre, and also improve their living conditions with the
help of modern technical equipment. Mechanized serni-
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